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The workings of political institutions in established democracies are
being challenged...
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This was a banner slogan of President Trump’s campaign.

Summarised the idea that money channeled through special
interests had caused a massive malfunction of representative
government.
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Swamp or Elite Prosperity?

▶ I want to discuss the idea that what we see in the lobbying
industry is a proxy for the growth and prosperity of the US
political class.

▶ And when we realise this it implies a change in the focus of
political economy research

▶ Specifically: it means that we should focus on questions
related to political selection and ‘political investment’ rather
than trying to exactly parse special interest influence in
politics.
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A long time ago in a galaxy far, far away...
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Revising ‘Too Little Money in Politics’

▶ The JEP piece by Ansolabehere et al (2003) is very well
remembered - 20 years later!

▶ It was based on the idea that the return on investment in
politics actually justified much higher amounts of spending.

▶ Well, the situation has changed - let’s have a look...
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Real Lobbying Spending since 1998
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Campaign Funding
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The Great Boom

▶ Political money has boomed in the 21st century. Lobbying
growth was faster in the 2000s and donations rocketed in the
2010s, especially post-2016.

▶ The drivers of growth in each case are probably different.
Special interest power (lobbying) versus affective motives
(donations).

▶ But the common result is a massive growth in the professional
political industry...
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This then translates into something bigger...
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Political Elites Getting Wealthier

▶ The Washington DC counties are competitive with the Bay
Area in terms of growing income and wealth.

▶ Exact numbers are sketchy but it seems that the DC area high
incomes are driven by professional jobs, while the Bay Area
also has extremely rich entrepreneurs.

▶ Practically, the DC trend will not all be political professionals
per se. There was also strong growth in national security
spending in the 2000s (ie: post-9/11).
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Elite-Biased Institutional Demand Shock?

▶ There’s a need to quantify this EBID Shock in the US. It
might only be a small group but then so are tech workers and
bankers.

▶ Some of it might be related to government spending, some it
might be due to the growth of rent-seeking activity (lobbying
and related).

▶ Correlation does not imply causation. But it is notable that
the anti-elite narrative became more prominent at the end of
the 2000s. The focus in the 2000s was bankers but the EBID
shock was also in play.
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Let’s look at this again...

What could explain it?
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Ups and Downs of Lobbying (1)

▶ The 2009-10 peak is likely down to the legislative agenda of
the first Obama administration (ie: healthcare, Frank-Dodds).

▶ Later moderation may be a function of legislative gridlock.
There’s less to actively lobby on.

▶ The scale in the graph is misleading. Growth in per lobbyist
spending (and presumably salaries) is MASSIVE over the
2000s. This decade was transformative for Washington
lobbying.
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Ups and Downs of Lobbying (2)

▶ I don’t think that the moderation in the 2010s is due to
shadow lobbying. More on that soon.

▶ Points to the need for research on lobbying spending/demand
patterns over time.

▶ In turn, leads me to contrast ‘market for access’ versus
‘special interest influence’ approaches to researching lobbying.
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Two Approaches

▶ ‘Special Interest Influence’: Show that special interest
lobbying has had an affect on legislation (or a policy
outcome).

▶ ‘Market for Access’: What do people pay for? What does
that imply about potential rent-seeking?

▶ The latter is what I’ve worked on...
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People Pay for Connections!
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Politician-Specific Human Capital
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They even pay for connection that are not officially there...
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The Daschle Rule Exemption

Right now, anyone who says
they don’t clear the 20 percent
threshold doesn’t have to
register, a provision some
insiders even call the Daschle
exemption.
Politico, 26th July 2010
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I have never done any lobbying, every contract that was written
during the period when I was out of the office specifically said I
would do no lobbying, and I offered advice. And my advice as a
historian, when they walked in and said to me, we are now making
loans to people who have no credit history and have no record of
paying back anything, but that’s what the government wants us to
do...I said to them at the time: This is a bubble. This insane. This
is impossible.
Exchange during CNBC debate, Nov. 9, 2011

I was approached to give strategic advice.
Gingrich, after it was revealed that he received as much as 1.8
million USD from Freddie Mac, Nov. 16, 2011
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Shadow Lobbying

▶ There will be a secondary shadow sector of think-tanks and
consultancies performing lobbying-style tasks.

▶ But as ‘never-registered’ organisations they do not meet our
definition. Unlikley that shadow lobbying explains the 2010s
moderation.

▶ Fundamental point: people pay for connections and this is
clearly detectable in the data. Worth contrasting with ‘special
interest influence’ approach...
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Special Interest Influence

▶ Challenge 1: Standardising the policy outcome measure (eg:
positions on different types of legislation).

▶ Challenge 2: Endogenous selection of lobbyist by the client.

▶ Challenge 3: Causal impact of lobbyist on the political
decision.

▶ Challenge 4: Lobbying for the status quo. Nothing happens.
Legislation is never created. How do you model that?
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Market for Access - Lots of Feasible Questions

▶ How much do connections explain revenue/pay in
cross-sectional levels?

▶ How fluid is the market for connections? Did Trump disrupt
the market?

▶ Investment function: Is lobbying spending correlated with
market power by firms? Is the spending moderation just a
function of slowed down legislative activity?

▶ Staff turnover and careers: Wage elasticity of revolving door
transitions. This one is under-researched...
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Fully matched lobbying-company-revolving door database now
available via In Song Kim’s team....
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Whither Europe?

▶ Lack of financial information and comprehensive registration
gets in the way.

▶ Hence there is a need for an ‘open source register’ derived
from the meetings and combined with LinkedIn and lobbying
firm websites

▶ Staffer databases and tracking of revolving door movements.
Studies of lobbyist effectiveness
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Conclusion

▶ ‘EBID shock’ is perhaps one of the most under-researched
areas of political economy.

▶ But donations boom of the 2010s has been different. This is
driven by ‘affective’ or ideological money. Has built a new
ecosystem of culture war activists and influencers.

▶ Big theme: technology has facilitated entry and political
entrepreneurship.
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Frametitle

▶

▶

▶
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Frametitle

▶
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Frametitle
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Frametitle
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Frametitle
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The Big Picture

▶ As researchers the issue we want to tackle is: how is political
money affecting the workings of our institutions?

▶ How does it influence the incentives and norms that are
needed for these institutions to function?

▶ Even more - what kind of policy tools do we have available to
fix this? How effective are these tools? Can we do better?
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Our focus: the empirics of US federal lobbying and how well
current regulation is working.
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▶ Regulated sector due to concerns that lobbyists can use
knowledge and contacts acquired in government to benefit
private interests and push particular agendas.

▶ Transparency rules emerged as a response. Basic principle:
you have freedom to lobby but we want safeguards against
special interest influence.

▶ What we’ll present is an empirical study of how well US
transparency rules for lobbying are working. The cornerstone
of this is the LDA....
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Lobbying Disclosure Act

▶ 1995 Lobbying Disclosure Act (LDA) was one major
transparency reform that substantially increased
accountability:

▶ Officially register as a lobbyist if at least 20 percent of time
doing lobbying activities

▶ List Congressional chambers and Federal agencies contacted
▶ Issues lobbied for and revenue generated

▶ Big challenges to the LDA have emerged. First the Abramoff
scandal which inspired HLOGA in 2007 and more recently a
perceived erosion of reporting behaviour..
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The focal point for this erosion of transparency is the ‘20 percent
rule’.

It provides a detailed definition of lobbying that can be spliced and
parsed...
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Extract from the LDA
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Two high-profile cases illustrate this...
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Why do this?

Media reports suggest that growing numbers of ex-staffers as well
as ex-Congressmen may be working in similar unregistered roles.

In short the career costs of being a lobbyist have increased:

▶ HLOGA introduced ‘cooling off’ periods of up to 2 years.

▶ Obama Executive Order 12490 put up barriers to executive
branch employment for recent ex-lobbyists.

▶ General career stigma of being a lobbyist has increased (see
‘drain the swamp’).
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Research Question

Q: Is there a credible, economically significant pattern of
potential unregistered lobbying present at the federal level in
the US?

We tackle this using firm and worker level panel data built from
LDA records on registered lobbying revenues...
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Research Design

While these ex-Congressmen and staffers are not registered, their
revenue earning power could still potentially turn up in the
data.

That is, their presence at the firm will attract and increase the
value of lobbying contracts. This value is still actually
measured as part of LDA reports.

Map in information on the timing of entry of these potential
unregistered lobbyists into lobbying firms and trace any
firm-level revenue shocks correlated with their presence.

Goal is to see the ‘shadow’ they cast on revenue.
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Potentially ‘Unregistered’ (’Shadow’) Lobbyists Data
Two sources of data on potential shadow lobbyists. Main group of
interest is professionals who have passed through the ’revolving
door’ of Congress:

1. Ex-Congressional Staffers.
Data obtained from the political information company LegiStorm
which holds both payroll data on the full universe of Congressional
staffers since 2000, and also an extensive biographical library with
career histories.

We look for ex-staffers who work for firms with registered lobbying
interests but where the ex-staffer is not registered as lobbyists
themselves.

2. Ex-Congressmen.
We research the post-Congressional careers of all Congressmen
who have exited the Congress since 2000 to check for any history
of working for lobbying firms in an unregistered capacity.
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Independent Census

▶ Conduct an independent census of ex-staffers to check
LegiStorm’s historical coverage in terms of potential shadow
lobbyist activity.

▶ Look up career biographies of potential ‘false negatives’ -
staffers who left for unknown destination in 2004-2006 period.

▶ Approximately 400 cases checked. Negligible rate of possible
‘false negatives’ - all in small firms. Shadow lobbying is a late
2000s development.
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First Cut

Where do shadow lobbyists work?

This industry is dominated by micro-consulting firms at one end
and large multi-partner operations at the other.

Dstats show clustering of activity within large firms...
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Shadow lobbying was a late 2000s development..
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Shadow lobbying pulled away from industry averages..
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Modelling Approach

▶ Basic idea is to pick out the effects of transitions using
within-groups models:

ln(Rjt) = αj+γt+βShadowjt+λRegisteredjt+δUnregisteredjt+ϵjt
(1)

▶ Follows ‘forensic’ approach. These are endogenous transitions
but according to the LDA they should be associated with large
revenue effects.
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Trends

Shadow firms diverge on average revenues.

Can look at this according to: group trends, firm trends and
difference models.
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Discontinuous Effects
Do we see clear revenue shocks at the point of entry?
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Entry of a Shadow Lobbyist
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Placebo

Shadow personnel could be ‘support workers’.

To set up a baseline for this effect we use the Wayback Machine to
build a set of people with no Congressional experience who join
these firms.

Think of this as a placebo exercise with ‘real-world’ cases.
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Benchmarking

We have limited observables to look at heterogeniety.

So we use the lobbyist-level data to pinpoint ‘superstar’ lobbyists
and then plug indicators back into the firm-level models.

In short, the shadow lobbyist is, at or above the median effect
associated with a full-time registered lobbyist.
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Mopping Up

Results for small firms are not consistent across specifications. In
short, the transitions are too short in duration (‘gaps’ in reporting
for small firms).

Magnitudes: Shadow lobbyists explain 9.8% of revenue growth
versus 34.4% for revolving door lobbyists.

Shadow effect is non-trivial but (arguably) more fundamental trend
is the growing role of connections in the lobbying industry.
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Punchlines

▶ This group of unregistered workers are associated with big
spikes in firm revenue.

▶ The size if the effect is large relative to what could be
expected from strict adherence to the LDA. Also larger than
would be expected from a generic ‘support worker’.

▶ A challenge to transparency that is growing. At the very least,
current laws miss out a lot of activity. A considerable amount
of ’unmeasured influence’ at play.
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Remember this?

Explicit recognition of the problem:

‘I am going to expand the definition of lobbyist so we close all the
loopholes that former government officials use by labeling
themselves consultants and advisors when we all know they are
lobbyists’. - Donald J Trump, October 17th 2016.
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Distractions, distractions

▶ We need to avoid being distracted by the culture war.

▶ Money in politics is still in play and is a dominant force. The
swamp is as deep as ever.

▶ Special interests and their money will still be there when
Trump is gone.
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Conclusion

▶ The entrenching of special interests along with regressive
‘on-the-ground’ policy is a likely legacy of Trump.

▶ Regulating the special interest economy needs to be front and
centre. Trump is vulnerable on this.

▶ Empirically focused political research on money in politics
should be a priority for us as researchers facing ‘the real
world’.
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